Verse One:

Saat Suron Mein Buunta yeh Samaan,
Khula Aasmaan, Panchheyon Ki Zubaan.
Geet Sureele Gaati Hui Nadiyaan,
Sur Se Hi Hui Haseen Yeh Waadiyaan.

TRANSLATION: The environment around us is knit in seven tunes. There’s music in the magnificence of the sky and in the birds’ chirps. The rivers sing merry tunes as they flow by and there’s music in the trees and the lushness around us.

Verse Two:

Sooraj Ki Kirnon Ko Sun Zaraa,
Yeh Sab Se Kah Raheen, Ik Sureele Daastaan,
Raat Ke Sannaate Mein Hai Chhupa,
Gahre Raaz Bharaa, Sur Ka Ik Nishaan.

TRANSLATION: Listen to the rays of the sun — they are singing a tune to all of us and through it, telling us an endless, inspiring story. Even in the silence of the night, there is hidden a trace of music.

Chorus:

Sur Ke Nad Mein Bahe Chale Hum,
Milein Saat Sur, Ban Gaye Sargam,
Sargam se Hi Banta Yeh Jahaan.
Yeh Jahaan, Yeh Jahaan, Sur Se Hai Jahaan.

TRANSLATION: We are flowing in an endless stream of music. Seven such streams meet and we become a gamut. The whole universe is composed of the tunes from this gamut — meaning, all of creation is essentially one endless melody, created from the seven basic tunes.

Verse Three:

Basant Ke Aane se Aisa Lagaa,
Dharaa Mein Sur Mila, Aur Khilne Lagee Kaliyaan.
Saawan Aaya, Chhaayee Kaali Ghataa,
Tiptip ke Sur se Khuleen, Mor Ki Pakhdiyaan.

TRANSLATION: Even the seasons of the year have melody in them. When springtime comes, it feels as if the earth has blended with music and every new flower symbolizes a new song being sung by the earth. The monsoon rains also have musical import — the thundering of the clouds and the splashing of the rains are composed of music. It is solely for this music that a peacock waits the whole year and when it is finally played, this bird opens up its feathers and starts dancing.

VERSE FOUR:

Anokha Hai Yeh Sur Ka Silsila,
Jab Tak Hum Sur Mein Hain Tab Tak Hai Jag Mein Jaan.
Sur Mein To Ghum Bhi Hai Pighal Gaya,
Sur Se Hi Hui Har Khushi Jawaan!

TRANSLATION: Strange is the story of music. As long as there is music in the world, there is life in it. Remove the music, and life disappears. Music has a great influence on our existence — all gloom dissolves in music and all joy is heightened by it.